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To further clarify the true need for the Public’s private consideration of these proposals, here are the
opening words from Thomas Paine’s revolutionary pamphlet, Common Sense (January 1776),
Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following pages, are not YET sufficiently fashionable to
procure them general favour; a long habit of not thinking a thing WRONG, gives it a superficial
appearance of being RIGHT, and raises at first a formidable outcry in defense of custom. But the
tumult soon subsides.
“Time makes more converts than Reason”
o

o

o

o
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The Independent Party of America (TIPA)
Problem-Solving Platform Briefs
on 20 of 40+ Publicly Acceptable Problem Solutions

Common Sense 2021 Critical Policy Chart
1. Food for All Citizens
2. Implement the US Re-Employment System
3. Suspend ALL Immigration for 2 Years
4. Demanding the US Constitution Abortion Rights Amendment
5. No Financial Reparations for Black Americans
6. The US Wealth Tax – The Economic Reparations Tax (ERT) Policy.
7. A Fixed Address for all of our Citizens
8. Establish National White Americans Day
9. Cannabis Industry as a Small Business, only!
10. Hemp for American Farmers – Finally
11. Near-Term Reassignment of Bad Cops
12. The 90-Day Death Penalty Reform
13. Reformation of All Family Support Services
14. Reinstatement of the Military Selective Service Program
15. Prostitution will be Federally Legalized
16. The US Recycling Industry
17. Refunding Covid19 Overcharges – Pandemic Wartime Profiteering
18. Save the Truckers Jobs
19. Regarding Our Failing Environment
20. Independent 2022 Political Action – Begin Replacing Failed Politicians
Please remember these are some of the “Publicly Acceptable” 40+ problem-solving proposals and much
more on the TIPA website,

www.CommonSense2nd.com
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Common Sense 2021 Critical Problem Solutions Chart
PS#
1

Public Problem Area or Topic
Food for All Citizens

Proposal Brief Details 8-15-21
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

3

All American Citizens, with no exceptions (that
is what “all” means!), will have access to and
local availability of decent Food. That means 3meals-a-day.
This is TIPA Platform’s first proposed Industry
Reformation. The Food Industry is being
categorized as a basic “National Infrastructure
System” within our economy.
“Infrastructure” implies a living necessity that
people and many businesses cannot survive
well without.
We already have a similar program and attitude
about the prudent pricing control management
of the Public Utilities used in homes and
businesses – gas and electric services primarily.
Now before somebody starts it, this is not
socialism or communism, or violating the free
market. So, please just shut up, grow up, and
expand your mind. If you can think of a better
and fairer way to actually get this done – then
please let us know, now! Or just sit there
quietly, while We the People take care of such
basic human needs! Food security will not be a
luxury in America.
We will practically Reform Food related
industries from seeds and fertilizer and fish bait
– to grocery store shelves.
Of course, We will take care farmers. Those
that grow the cucumbers and those that make
them into pickles!!
Remember that well over 80% of farming in
America is now corporate – not family farm
based.
NO, we will not be Federalizing such
Industries.
We will use a new Economic Reparations Tax
(ERT) to buy-out Food related corporate
stockholders over a period of years. More on
that prudent ERT shortly!
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Implement the US Re-Employment
System
This program needs to be implemented
immediately in all 50 States and DC in
order to help end the abuse both
Covid19 and Regular State UnEmployment benefits.
o

o

o

o

•

Further, we will remove certain products from
the Commodities Market and place control/caps
on certain others. The Commodities Market will
no longer serve as an ATM to traders.

•

This is personally one of my favorite proposals
because it serves as a driver proposal for
solving many inter-related social and economic
problems facing our struggling citizens.
In all 50 States and DC, the various
Departments of Un-Employment Services, will
be Restructured and renamed to the Department
of Citizen Re-Employment Services (DCRES).
This action is both prudent and practical!
When a citizen comes to their offices for UnEmployment $upport they will be evaluated for
the following:
o Educational Level. If they do not have a
High School diploma, GED Classes
could or will be required.
o Existing Vocational Abilities
o Basic Social Skills
Those Employment qualifications will be
loaded into the National Re-Employment
System accessible by the DCRES groups in all
50 States and DC.
Weekly Un-Employment income allotment
services will be granted appropriately to the
new DCRES client.
Now, for something new! They will then be
“available” in their local area, for needed
work/tasks within reason. Depending upon the
work assignment it could be compensated, but
not necessarily.

•

•
•

This is a Reform to standard UnEmployment Client Handling Policy. It
needs to be implemented in all 50 States
and DC, immediately.
It will force Unemployment cheats into
gainful employment or they will not receive •
benefits.
People that are receiving financial support
from the State’s taxpayers will work if they
are able to work.

•

If necessary, they will be assigned at least a
temporary work assignment.

•

They will always have the right and
freedom to move to another job of their
choosing.

The taxpayers are paying them so if they can
work at least part-time – they will be expected
to make themselves “available”.
This approach is intended to greatly reduce the
freeloading games and abuse of taxpayer
dollars!! And they all said, amen!
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The new DCRES groups will also work directly
with private employment agencies – to name
just a few examples:
o ZipRecruiter
o Indeed
o Robert Half
o Kelly Services
o Adecco
o Randstad
o AMN Healthcare
o And scores of others across the nation…
When their new employment is secured, their
weekly DCRES payment may partially overlap
the new job a few weeks to help them through
the adjustment period. Or could be reduced to
help balance their financial transition for those
few weeks. It is only practical.
Clients will be allowed to change jobs from that
DCRES helped them to find. However, they
must make the move immediately and to a
better position.
If client relocation is practical, in a given
individual/family situation (like for some of
those 60,000 homeless people in LA County), it
could/will be facilitated by DCRES to a point.
Many of us had to move away from home for a
viable job opportunity and paid our own way. I
know I did. Realistically, we will be required
to kick some people to go where the jobs are to
be found!

The proposed Reforms to the normal UnEmployment Claim process, should result in less
time for clients to be drawing weekly benefits !!
3

Suspend ALL Immigration for Two (2)
Years
As well as, initiating the immediate
national implementation of the US
Citizen ID System.
The proper execution of those two (2)
programs is the only way we will ever
take control our national borders.

•

•

•

5

We the People have endured far more than
enough of the illegal invasion of our sovereign
borders over the last 40+ years! Including via
our international airports!
We will close our borders to ALL, Legal and
Illegal immigration, ASAP. And that cut-off
could be made retro-active by some number of
months and up to a year. A bluntly declared line
must be drawn on this border security issue.
That means no more babies, alleged children,
pregnant woman or any other sad case. And the
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Just Do It !!

The Suspension could be retro-actively
dated 1-1-21 or earlier!

Geneva Convention can be damned for a few
years. No apologies will be offered.
America does not owe anyone from anywhere
in the world the right to enter or stay in our
nation. Especially without a valid invitation.
Simultaneously, We will rapidly implement our
own US Citizen Identification System
(USCID). The US is one on the only nation’s
that does not utilize such a practical and
efficient Population ID system.

It will include ALL men, women, children,
and babies. No exceptions for ANY reason
or excuse.

Lack of such a viable system is a primary
reason why our borders are so easily and
constantly violated.

o

o

o

o

The Biden Administration will be
challenged to enact this Immigration
Suspension Program immediately.

o

o

o

•

o

The constant annual flow of illegals into
our nation is not due to a crisis in Mexico,
Central and South America. It is a 30+
year old problem, or put another a bad
habit! And, We the People will now break
that habit or We will have 535 new
members in the US Congress. They will
only get one (1) more chance to serve our
Common Good.

4

•

Demanding – US Constitution Abortion
Rights Amendment
Enough is Enough!!
The Republican Party has been
intentionally playing the “church
people” for donations and votes since
Ronald Reagan was President.

•

•

This program will allow and support a grand
national housecleaning! In time, anyone within
our borders will have that USCID or a valid
Visitors ID. Just Common Sense!
In mid-2021, we literally have millions OF
OUR CITIZENS, without adequate food or
housing or jobs. To say nothing about health
care.

We will act to take care of our own first. Only then
will we slowly reopen the doors to LEGAL
immigration. No apologies will be offered to
anyone!
Both political Parties since Ronald Reagan have
functionally ignored and allowed this border abuse.
Because for both parties, some of their major
campaign donors want cheap labor and/or
bodies to fill their rental units.
There it is… The Truth of the Matter.
• On the TIPA Platform website,
‘CommonSense2nd.com I offer several
Constitutional Amendments. One (1) of them
is called, Abortion and Right to Life
Reconciliation.
• First, a few thoughts on the current situation
and then I will review the practical Amendment
to finally deal with the Abortion Rights matter,
once and for all.
• I had not intended to include the amendment in
this first group of legislative problem solutions.
6
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However, the recent ridiculous actions by the
Republican Texas Governor and State
legislature demanded a response.
While some 70% of the American public
support a woman’s right to choose, the
Republicans are throwing the emotional
abortion issue into the news to further disturb
the political process and raise money.
If ever the term, “necessary evil” applied it does
with the abortion option.
No one wants to have an abortion or to see
someone else have one. We can all agree on
that I believe.
And although the Vatican preaches the most
against it, abortion is still available in Italy!
I have found that people of any religion are for
or against abortion. Also, that absolute atheists
are for or against it.
It is a heart-ripping personal decision based
upon a woman’s current situation and health.
The Amendment is straightforward.
o In the first trimester (3 months) of
pregnancy, abortion will be fully legal,
locally available, medically safe, and
funded by the government.
o However, in the second and third
trimesters of pregnancy it will not be
allowed, except when the woman’s life
is at risk or the fetus is known to have
serious physical issues. And even then
the woman may still decide to carry the
baby to full term.
o That is, it!! End of discussion, law
suits, and Republican funding-raising
games.
I am a “born again” Christian and have been for
some 40 years. However, I believe in the
separation of Church and State. I support a
woman’s right to choose and Death Penalty as
you will see shortly.
Church people need to realize that their decades
of fighting abortion rights and terrorizing
providers and woman are one (1) of the reasons
that many people got turned off to the church!
Christ only wants us to help save souls in case
you have forgotten that!
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No Financial Reparations for Black
Americans
o

o

o

o

Once and for all! There will be no
financial Reparations paid to the current
day descendants of Black Slaves.

There will be more on the Reparations topic
shortly. I believe in the practical use of Financial
Reparations, but not as related to Black Slavery in
our nation’s past.
If Black Slave descendants in America, Canada,
Mexico, the Caribbean, Central or South America
feel that they are due such Financial Reparations,
they should petition the Queen of England for
starters!
The English monarchy and others nations including
some of those in Africa, built and profited from that
horrid system. The use of Slaves began in the
American English colonies in 1619.
Some 157 years later, our 1776 American
Revolution and the eventual US Constitution,
opened the door for the eventual end of Slavery in
America.

8
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The US Wealth Tax – The “Economic
Peace” Tax (ERT) Policy.

•
•

The Party is Over!
The Beyond Sense (BS) thinking of “TrickleDown Tax” policy is dead.
o o o o
• “Bubble Up Tax” policy will take over in a very
aggressive, targeted, and trackable manner.
The Wealthy and Big Industry will be taxed • “Fair” and “balanced” tax policy will become
fairly and perpetually.
the Law of the Land – instead of a sad joke!
• To the Wealthy, Big Industry, and their
Probable Initial Economic Reparation
financial advisors “fair” is a 4-letter-word.
Reformation Industries:
• The permanent and practical Reformation of
• Food
Federal and State taxation of the Wealthy and
• Housing
Big Industries will be accomplished, out of the
• Health Care
simple demand for Tax Revenues!!
• ASAP, the 2017 Republican Tax cut for the
Wealthy and Big Industry will be reversed for
the top 80+% of those that benefited from it.
Those that did not need it in the first place.
• Reparations do have their place and this is how
we will prudently implement the new
Economic Reparations Tax (ERT) Policy.
This viable program will receive incredible
public debate. But, it will be done!
• The Wealthy and Big Industries of today will
literally pay for the financial sins of their
“fathers and mothers”. Those that caused the
2007/2008 financial crisis, the Crash of 1929,
and every other Wall Street and investor based
financial crisis over the last 150 years.
• This Tax Reform is the prudent, practical, and
fair approach to National Reparations. It will
help Americans in need today no matter the
color of their skin.
This will be an interesting public debate to observe.
The Majority of the Public will support this
proposal.

9
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A Fixed Address for ALL of Our
Citizens

•

The Homelessness Citizen situation in America
gives its own meaning to the term “out-ofcontrol”. For a pathetic example, LA County,
California alone had some 60,000 homeless
early this Summer.
• We the People – Demand that All Americans
will have a safe and decent place to call home.
Also known as, a fixed address. This will be a
national requirement.
• Certainly not a single-family home, but a decent
place to call home with its related personal
sense of stability. And, no it will not come free
to them!
• This is a national moral sin and our “elected
leadership at the Federal and State levels do
nothing to end it”. This problem affects all
types of Americans.
• The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) will be Reformed to
become the Department of Citizen Relocation
(DCR). They will begin coordinating with all
50 States, the relocation of homeless and/or
jobless people to areas of the country that need
labor and have available housing options. This
operation will involve the (former) State UnEmployment Departments of all 50 states and
DC. More on that in a moment.
• We will implement National Rent Control
(NRC) in cities and towns. Such as is used in
New York City.
• We will provide decent landlords with financial
options to help balance their finances, as
required. Helping landlords that is – not
slumlords!
No more housing evictions will become Federal
law. The DCR will coordinate this policy. No
citizen will be forced out of a residence until there
is another place for them to move. Landlords and
tenants will have Rights, as well as, strict
Responsibilities in this critical process.
•

10
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Establish the National White Americans
Day
o

o

o

o

Yes, my fellow Americans, I am calling for the first
Annual National White Americans Day to be
observed on the fourth Saturday in October. This
year it will fall on Saturday October 23rd.

Race will decrease being an issue in
America when We the People do as my
Mother taught me to do as a young boy.
She said Andy,
“You need to treat everyone the same”.

I had no intention of bringing up this issue until
several months ago I was listening to a Black
female that I had heard before talk on cable before.
Always slightly biased but never over the top. But
this time she stated that, “Anyone that puts out an
American Flag in their yard is a racist.” That was
Or in other words, as what is the commonly enough and enough is too much. It must be noted
referred to as the Golden Rule,
that some people actually believe that Black cannot
“Do unto others as you would have them
be racist against White people. That is simply
do unto you”.
bullshit!
That phrase originated from Book of
Matthew, verse 7:12 of the King James
version of the Holy Bible.

The Race issue in America has gone completely off
the rails the last five (5) years and it is time to bring
our society back to some rational order.
Friction between the Races in America is not nearly
as bad as some social agitators are making it seem.
We have had enough of the divide and conquer
games played by again, Republican politicians and
some radical groups.
•
•
•
•

•

11

This new holiday makes perfect sense. As the
Moody Blues once said, “It is a question of
balance!”
The average American does not spend all day
thinking about race.
If someone dislikes and/or hates another group
of people without ever meeting them, it is
simple ignorance. They were taught to hate.
There is common dislike of different groups in
every nation in the world. And the more
difficult economic life is in a given nation, the
more friction will exist.
More on this another day…
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Cannabis Industry as a Small Business,
only!
o

o

o

•
•

o

The original Marijuana legalization
group – NORML finally wins!!

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

10

Hemp for American Farmers

•

o

•
•

o

o

o

American Farmers finally win out over
Industry lobbyists after 85+ years !!

•
•
•

12

Now let us please lighten this presentation a bit!
I always said, that when the Baby Boomers got
old enough Cannabis would be fully legalized.
The oldest Baby Boomers are 74 years old in
2021.
We the People, Demand the full legalization
and decriminalization Cannabis at the Federal
level, immediately. And be removed from its
ridiculous place on the DEA’s Drug Schedule.
It will also be legalized and decriminalized in
ALL 50 States and DC.
Cannabis farming will be Federally mandated to
be a Small Business, only enterprise. Pretty
much following the successful Colorado model.
The Wall Street based corporate entities that
have been angling for years, to takeover major
parts of the legal and very profitable Cannabis
business – will be shut out. This time the
Public wins and they lose.
This growing Industry is a perfect small, statebased business model. Those small businesses
will be fairly taxed with the funds going into
needed State public programs. Funds will not
be used to pay un-necessary stockholders or
executive compensation.
Banks will provide loans to reputable start-up
businesses.
Cannabis commerce between states will be
allowed.
Some legally imported Cannabis trade will be
allowed and strictly monitored.
Hemp the “non-buzz producing” natural cousin
of Cannabis will also finally be legalized.
Hemp is a highly commercial crop.
Farming this simple-to-grow plant will create
raw materials for building and manufacturing.
It will create JOBS!!
Finally, HEMP will become a legal farm crop
in America. Something that our farmers have
begged Congress for since the 1930s!
It is interesting to learn that Thomas Jefferson
smuggled the first Hemp plants into the
colonies. He and George Washington grew a lot
of it.
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The Near-Term Reassignment of Bad
Cops

•

•
•

12

The 90-Day Death Penalty (DP) Reform

•

“The Obvious Guilt Law”

•

o

o

o

o

This proposal is acceptable
to well over 65 % of the Public. More like
9 out of 10 people that I asked about this
proposal over the last 20+ years.

Please see the TIPA website,
CommonSense2nd.com for far more
detail on this proposal and many others!

Products that can be made from Hemp include –
cloth stronger that cotton, lamp oil, home
heating oil, paper, bio-degradable plastic, and
more.
Now you can imagine the Big Industries that
have lobbied hard against Hemp farming in
America since the 1930’s!!!
It is very simple really. Consider that every
police barracks/station is the nation knows
exactly who the offending police officers are.
It is no secret. And to be very clear, they are
not all White!!
The Bad Cops will be immediately and
permanently reassigned to non-street jobs.
“Defunding the Police” is a totally ignorant
thought and would be a disastrous public
action.
Civil society requires real rules and true
punishment to back them up in certain cases.
We the People, have had enough of the Judicial
Legal Complex (JLC) dragging out trials and
delaying or preventing the Public’s justice from
ever being applied. And applied immediately.

How the 90-Day Death Penalty Law Will Work
• Once convicted in a standard court trail and
found guilty on absolutely Obvious evidence,
the criminal will receive the DP sentence. That
sentence will be carried out within 90-days.
• Federal law will override any State laws now
prohibiting the use of the DP.
• We the People, will demand the 90-day DP in
the following cases (and in this priority
sequence):
1. Pre-meditated murder by any means
2. Pre-meditated rape, not date rape
3. Pedophile Crimes
4. Sex Traffickers
5. Internet Hackers and Ransomware
Criminals
6. Financial Scammers
7. Hard drug trafficking across our borders
8. Hard drug distribution within our borders
9. Others will be added.
13
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Reformation of ALL Family Support
Services

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Reinstatement of the Military Selective
Service Program
o

o

o

o

•
•

The Military Draft
This time both men and women to serve
their country.

•

•
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Society and the taxpayers are fed up with selfserving lawyers, courts, and for-profit prisons.
The failed Criminal Justice System will be
rapidly reformed into the Criminal Punishment
System.
This proposal will address many taxpayer
complaints about welfare fraud, unemployment
fraud, food stamp/WIC fraud, housing fraud,
and so on.
Just as the new Re-Employment System is
designed to be a closed-end, individual and
family healing program, so will this
Reformation be to public support services.
Amen!
Individuals and family units will be strongly
counseled regarding their finances, employment
options, vocational and education options. As
well as in basic life skills, such as managing a
checkbook.
Bluntly put, young women 18 years old and
under will be counseled not to get pregnant
before they have a High School Diploma in
their hand! Was that clear enough?!
Birth control will be made available to teenage
girls, including the “morning after pill” in an
act of simply reality. Giving those girls a
chance for a better life, frankly.
We will provide for planned pregnancy
prevention, so that we may in some way reduce
the demand for abortions.
This incredibly practical program is another one
of my favorites because it will do so much good
within our society and economy.
What I call, The Big Mistake, was our ending
the Draft on December 7, 1972. The nation’s
greatest societal error of the last 50 years.
In brief, from World War II to 1972, each year
up to 1.8 million 19-year-old boys from farms
to inner cities went into two (2) years of
military service together.
They were all trained and disciplined. They
learned a work ethic and how to get along with
each other. They were molded into young men.
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Prostitution will be Federally Legalized

•
•
•

16

The US Re-Cycling Industry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the Draft was recklessly ended, those 1.8
million young men went out into world without
that base of experience. Since then in my
estimation, almost every aspect of life in our
society has suffered. Including the eventual rise
of racism in all directions. Think about it.
They will all serve for two (2) years.
They will complete six (6) months of standard
military training. Then many of them will be
transferred to State Guard Units for
construction and other public service programs
– for the rest of their tour.
Again, this is another social/economic policy
situation where the US needs to play catchup
with the rest of the world.
Awkward as it may be to talk about, we are one
of the very few nations that does not allow and
control the world’s oldest profession!!
This is related to programs that will act to end
the sex trafficking in America.
This under-utilized environmental program will
finally get the Public priority action it demands.
This critical function must become a required
National program in every household in
America.
It is great for the environment.
It will extend the long-term availability of
certain limited natural resources.
It will create JOBS!!
Construction of processing centers all over the
nation.
Routine collections from homes and businesses.
Recovery of building materials after tornadoes,
hurricanes, and damaging wind storms.
Material processing jobs.
Processed materials will be fed into
manufacturing centers also to be built. They
will produce construction materials and make
some of the consumer products now made in
China and elsewhere.
This is a national no brainer.

15
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Refunding Covid19 Overcharges –
Pandemic Wartime Profiteering

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

18

Save the Truckers Jobs

•

16

This is a bit of ugly financial reality that the
P45 Administration and the US Congress
allowed to happen.
It is the opportunistic overcharging for Medical
Supplies and Services (MSS) throughout 2020
and on into 2021.
This a gross free-for-all by MSS vendors. And
it is a horrific example of the failure and abuse
of Supply and Demand methodology.
And a blatant example of wartime profiteering.
The P45 Administration refused to enforce the
Defense Production Act to control the cost of
critical supplies and services. Thus, all 50
States, DC, FEMA, other Federal and State
agencies, hospitals, etc., were all bidding up the
price of those “Pandemic War Time” supplies
and services.
Masks of all types, face shields, gloves,
ventilators, refrigeration for vaccines, and so
many more items.
The way too early use of, and over use of
Contact Tracing services. What a gross waste
of money.
The need for refrigeration for vaccines
requiring sub-zero temperatures.
o Note: We should be sending the
Johnson and Johnson vaccine to Third
world nations. A vaccine that does not
require such exotic refrigeration. Who
is buying those refrigerators and what
are their jacked-up costs? Who is
paying for them? We are most likely!
I challenge the Press in all 50 States to
publicize the overcharges within their
respective States. IF a couple of them step up
and get the ball rolling, the Press in other States
will follow their lead. Corporations will be
required to make big dollar refunds.
The Congress might get around to this in a year
or two. It would hurt some of their campaign
donors.
This is a national wake-up call about the downside of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology
taking viable jobs away with no real place for
those displaced workers to go.
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•
•

•
•

As has been reported on various news
programs, businesses are already testing
driverless tracker trailer “Big Rigs”.
The real potential for the loss of millions of
decent paying trucker jobs is at stake – if this
technology is allowed to advance without some
practical controls.
Businesses that utilize truck deliveries want to
cut the cost of human drivers.
This tedious issue demands a very open public
debate. At times, AI is certainly a profitable
option, but a critical job killer, at the same
time1.
Save the Truckers!
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Regarding Our Ailing Environment
o

o

o

•

o

None of this is easy, folks. However, if we
truly desire to resurrect our ailing Global
Environment – these and other actions must
be demanded of all world leaders.
For a hard example of the social and
economic challenges that are surely
coming, but that our clueless elected
officials will never deal with soon enough,
let’s talk about the State of Florida!

•
•

Climate scientists have determined that
around the year 2100, 79 years from now,
most of the entire State of Florida could
very well be in standing water or worse
depending upon where you are the state.
So, what about that? Some people will ask.
Florida currently has a population of 22
million people. Yes, 22,000,000!

First, I must challenge every adult in America,
to watch the Environmental documentary, “The
Planet of the Humans”. I watched it for the
first time on August 10, 2021. It was very blunt
and disturbing and I am not that easily
disturbed. It detailed how corporate America
had quietly taken control over the
Environmental Movement for their fun and
profit, of course…
Re-Cycling of all possible reusable materials
must become every US citizen’s responsibility.
And for every other nation in the world.
Possibly through the United Nations (but not
necessarily) the vast majority of the nations of
the World must jointly and forcefully Demand
that China and India will immediately cease
building anymore Coal Burning Power Plants.
And to begin only building new technology and
more efficient Nuclear Power Plants for any
future additional power requirements that they
may have.
And finally, both nations will be challenged to
begin replacing their existing Coal Plants with
Nuclear Power.

The major city of Atlanta, Georgia has a
population of about 450,000 people.

Other nations may need to do the same. This
urgent shift away from burning Coal is not an
option anymore.

So, as Florida becomes permanently
uninhabitable need to have housing, jobs,
17
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schools, etc., for those 22,000,000
Floridians. That over the next 80 years we
need to build about 44 cities the size of
Atlanta just to relocate the folks in Florida.
That means the land, building materials,
and labor required to do all that work.

•

Yes, this Program will deliberately limit the
growth of the Airline Industry. This is called a
necessary evil. We will work with the Airlines
as they trim their businesses accordingly.

And that is only Floridians being displaced
by rising sea level and heavy precipitation.
It will be happening all over the nation –
not just along the coasts!
Think about when deciding who to vote
into the US Congress and 50 State
legislature. No more Climate deniers!!

All nations will agree to limit airplane travel.
Airplane engine exhaust is one of the worst
pollutants in the world. We saw the startlingly
clearing of the atmosphere when COVID19
shut down most air travel for many months.

This will motivate the Airlines to come up fuels
that do not ruin the Atmosphere.
•

We will Reform and Instruct the paper
tiger also known as the Organization of
American States (OAS). We will drive
Democratic Economic Reforms in this
Hemisphere.

This next program will may sound a bit odd at
first, but it could provide great benefits should
it work. It is the deliberate artificial rebuilding
of the Northern Polar Ice Cap. The North Pole.
Once we get beyond thinking this ridiculous,
scientists will quickly determine its practicality.
I believe such studies may well have already
been conducted.
Simply put, the critical problem to be addressed
is that the Northern Ice Shield has receded
tremendously. As a direct result the sun’s rays
are properly reflected off the ice and back into
space. Instead, the uncovered dark waters of
the North Atlantic have been absorbing more
and more of those rays, warming the ocean, and
melting more of the Polar Ice Cap.
Therefore, it is in our global interest to rebuild
that Polar Ice Cap if at all possible. WE could
for example determine if the unwanted material
Styrofoam could be used for this purpose. This
is not a joke, folks.

•
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have declared would be a major achievement in
the effort to reduce the rate of the global
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Simply stated, our Planet Earth of 2021 is
technically over-populated. We are nearing 8
billion people of the fragile planet.
Some have boasted that the Planet, if we
managed it better could support some 12 billion
Earthlings! I think we can all agree that the
world’s current “elected” leadership appears to
be more and more lost every day.
Simply, stated the climate would greatly benefit
we were able to reduce the population by one
(1) billion inhabitants – for starters.
According to experts on such issues, they state
that if families had only two (2) children the
problem would take care of itself. These issues
will be documented for public information and
open debate.
I concede that this practical Program will
generate a bit anger and objections from a
minority of Americans.
However, We can and will work through some
of those objections together. We will also
frankly ignore some of those objections!! And
in due time, we shall produce a far more
peaceful world and contented global population.
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•

Much more to be added to this list of prudent
Climate Programs.

Health Care in America is a Disgrace

•

This would include the Medical
Insurance and Pharmaceutical
industries.

•

I will not spend a lot of time on this completely
out-of-control public necessity. Here are a few
points.
We do not have a national health care system.
We do have 51 of them, as in 50 states and DC.
The private companies that drive Health Care
and Pharma’s, are all profit-making. Meaning
they care about stockholders before their
clients. You and me!
When discussing this with folks I point that
Europe (and Canada) has a better health care
system than we do. Most say but ours is the

•

•
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•

•

•

As you can see, when I said hit the
problems “in the face” I wasn’t kidding.

best in the world. To that I reply, but Europeans
are healthier and live longer than we do.
Also, the reason theirs is better is only because
Europe’s entire health care system was literally
blown up in World War II. Seriously! Thus,
once the war ended those nations had to rebuild
all of the public infrastructure systems
including health care. And they had to build a
system to take care of everyone because no one
had anything at that time. And remember they
were in the Depression before the war even
began!
Our Health Care Industry was not hurt that
badly and kept right on lobbying Congress and
controlling all related legislation. And they still
are but that will soon come to an end. The
Medical Insurance corporations and the
Pharma’s will be reformed and restructured to
serve the Public Good.
The American Medical Industry and Pharma’s
treat us like a car repair shop. They do not
believe in preventive maintenance. They do not
want to see us until we are sick. And the
Pharma’s want us all to be taking 20 pills-a day. Again, enough is enough. Amen…

Remember these a some of the Publicly acceptable
40+ problem-solving proposals on the TIPA
website

‘www.CommonSense2nd.com
See my 718-page 2008 non-fiction political book,

The Second Coming of Common Sense
View entire book, free download or order soft copy,
‘CommonSense2009.typepad.com
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Make Sure You are Registered
and that You Vote in 2022
o

o

o

o

Vote as if Our Nation’s Destiny
Depends on It.

Because, it Really Does
o

o

o

o

A. J. Wildman
o

o

o
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